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In the paper presented a problem of a shock wave propagation in noiiltomogeneoiiH

plasma medium in considered. The theory of such waves is un important brunch of

liigh-temperature gas dynamics. Tlic propagation of uliocL wuvcx in pluiicl uiiil nlar

atmospheres, in solar wind, in sun bursts and a number of other phenomena calla fur

taking into account magnetic effects and inhomogeniely of the medium. Besides tliat,

the effects of magnetic field and radiation influence on shock waves motion can be of

practical interest in connection with the opportunity of explosive processes* control under

laboratory conditions.

In the paper the case of a lateral magnclogasclynaniic.fi wave ( in which the vector

of the magnetic intensity /? is perpendicular to tlie track of. its propagation ) in plasma

being at equilibrium under the action of external magnetic field and gravity wua studied.

In order to solve the problem the analytical approximate Wliitham's method was genera-

lized for inagnelogasdynamical wave with radiation, fn the fmiblcin tliu iiiagncltF'

intensity and the density of the inhoinogcncous medium arc related a.t

— = coiut ,
P

Under such conditions a differential equation wan obtained for the Much number variation

along the path of the Bhock wave propagation. The equation being complicated w:is

solved numerically. The distributions of gas parameters behind the wiive front ( g;is

density, velocity, pressure, thermal radioeiiiuibioii spectrum ) were found depending tlie

radiatioual and magnetic parameters ( respectively I lie ratio of radiuliouul and maguclix:

pressure to the thermal pressure ). The law of magnetic radiational shock wave motion

was compared to the motion luw of ordinary shock wave.

It was shown that on 7 = | ( the ratio of specific licnts ) the case of magnetic

radiational wave can be rcducqd to the case of inngiiclogaiidynamic chock wave without

radiation.
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